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In today’s world, the internet has opened the
door to countless opportunities. Now, more
than ever before, it is easier for anyone to
run their own business and to be their own
boss, giving individuals new-found freedom,
flexibility and opportunity to increase their
income and be in control of their own time.
A prime example of this is the Instagram
influencer. These individuals have used the
power of Instagram to convert their passion
into profit. They have been able to exploit a
technology, and growing trend, and turn
doing what they love into a cash bursting
career. But, of course, this does not come
without a little bit of work. They need to
know their industry, understand their
audience and understand, and work with,
the technology. However, with a little time
spent learning, many of these influencers
have been able to create lucrative careers.
Gone are the days of the 9am to 5pm job,
hour long commute and a meagre month-
end pay cheque.
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Hello to the days of flexibility and freedom of
time. Creating an online income can make a
big difference to a person’s life. Whether it’s
a side-line to create a little extra cash for
those little luxuries or a full-blown change of
career direction, the choice is yours.
So, here’s where it gets interesting. We’re at
an interesting period in time. Technological
advancements and changing trends,
including changing beliefs and confidence in
the traditional monetary and banking
system, are creating opportunities. With the
growth in popularity of cryptocurrencies
such as Bitcoin and Ethereum, comes an
ever-increasing need to create the
cryptocurrency… which is done by crypto
miners. The purpose of this e-book is to
introduce you to the world of cryptocurrency
and cryptomining, and how YOU CAN
CREATE YOUR OWN PASSIVE INCOME
THROUGH CRYPTOMINING. You will be
introduced to cryptocurrency, I will walk your
through how blockchain works and then
introduce the concept of cryptomining.  
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The remainder of the e-book will be
dedicated to introducing you to a company,
including who they are and what they do,
and then will walk you through how you can
use cryptomining to create your own online
income.
So, if you want to be introduced to a new
world of opportunity… keep reading and
enjoy!
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What exactly is cryptocurrency?
Cryptocurrency is an internet-based medium
of exchange which uses cryptographical
functions to conduct financial transactions.
Cryptocurrencies leverage blockchain
technology to gain decentralization,
transparency, and immutability. The most
important feature of a cryptocurrency is that it
is not controlled by any central authority: the
decentralized nature of the blockchain makes
cryptocurrencies, theoretically, immune to the
old ways of government control and
interference. Cryptocurrencies can be sent
directly between two parties via the use of
private and public keys.   These transfers can
be done with minimal processing fees, allowing
users to avoid the steep fees charged by
traditional financial institutions. Today
cryptocurrencies have become a global
phenomenon known to most people. 

Cryptocurrency
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A cryptocurrency like Bitcoin consists of a
network of peers. Every peer has a record of
the complete history of all transactions and
thus of the balance of every account. A
transaction is a file that says, “John gives X
Bitcoin to Jenny“ and is signed by John‘s
private key. It‘s basic public key cryptography,
nothing special at all. After signed, a
transaction is broadcasted in the network,
sent from one peer to every other peer. This
is basic p2p-technology. 

Blockchain
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The transaction is known almost immediately
by the whole network. But only after a
specific amount of time it gets confirmed.
Confirmation is a critical concept in
cryptocurrencies. You could say that
cryptocurrencies are all about confirmation.
As long as a transaction is unconfirmed, it is
pending and can be forged. When a
transaction is confirmed, it is set in stone. It
is no longer forgeable, it can‘t be reversed, it
is part of an immutable record of historical
transactions: of the so-called blockchain.

Cryptominer
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Only miners can confirm transactions. This is
their job in a cryptocurrency-network. They
take transactions, stamp them as legit and
spread them in the network. After a
transaction is confirmed by a miner, every
node has to add it to its database. It has
become part of the blockchain. For this job,
the miners get rewarded with a token of
the cryptocurrency, for example in our
case, with Ethereum. Since the miner‘s
activity is the single most important part of
the cryptocurrency-system we should stay
for a moment and take a deeper look at it.
Principally everybody can be a miner. Since a
decentralized network has no authority to
delegate this task, a cryptocurrency needs
some kind of mechanism to prevent one
ruling party from abusing it. Imagine
someone creates thousands of peers and
spreads forged transactions. The system
would break immediately.

Cryptominer

Mining
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The  miners need to invest some work of
their computers to qualify for this task. In
fact, they have to find a hash – a product of a
cryptographic function – that connects the
new block with its predecessor. After finding
a solution, a miner can build a block and add
it to the blockchain. As an incentive, he has
the right to add a so-called coinbase
transaction that gives him a specific number
of Ethereums. 
Today you need very advanced and
specialized hardware to make a
significant profit by being a miner. And
that is why I want to introduce you to a
company called KELTA.
 

Cryptominer
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Kelta focuses on offering computing power
to scientific researchers, scholars,
cryptocurrency miners and many others who
might need it. The main benefit is price-
performance ratio. They have very affordable
rates. The project is running in a unique and
already existing data center with a future use
of immersion cooling technology. KELTA is a
member of the CryptoData family, a group of
companies specializing in the provision of
computing power. CryptoData is the owner
of the data center building, while KELTA
Capital, s.r.o. is its operator as well as the
vendor of the KLT token.
KELTA data center is based in  the Slovak
Republic, a member country of the European
Union, and, by it’s quality, ranks among the
very few top data centers in the world. Unlike
many other existing data centers, this one is
built in a way that guarantees at least 50
years of existence in a condition that will
constantly reflect the needs of the market. 

Cryptominer

KELTA
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Meaning, that the building itself is highly
durable, but they also regularly upgrade
their technology according to the latest
requirements. KELTA data center has high
reliability and security at TIER 3 level. It is
powered by two separate power sources
and has access to more than 20 MW of
electrical power. Furthermore, two powerful
diesel generators stand ready as a reserve
power source for the data center in case of a
total electricity black out. Which means, that
KELTA simply guarantee ZERO drop outs. In
terms of the location it is situated totally
outside seismically active zones and
floodplains. Without a doubt we can truly call
it a Rolls Royce among data centers.

Cryptominer

Click on the picture to register KELTA account
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Datacenters have three major needs. Power,
cooling, and a high bandwidth connection to
the ‘backbone’ of the internet. All three of
these are potential bottlenecks, with the first
two being the most important. High load
tasks such as cryptocurrency mining use a
lot of electricity, and, to maximize the
returns, it is most efficient to use specially
designed and constructed architectures
found in data centers. Cryptocurrency min-
ing using non-specialized equipment can
easily cost more in electricity use than is
made in currency mined. Microprocessors
are not 100 percent efficient and under a
load that can give off massive amounts of
heat. Keeping the processors cool is
paramount as overheating could
permanently damage the circuits.

Cryptominer
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It is for these reasons that data centers are
often built in areas with two things: cheap
electricity and a cool climate. This is one
of the reasons that major data center
construction has been taking place in
Northern Europe. The well trained populace
and the stable environment of the EU are
also contributing factors to this rush to build.
However, there is a downside: the cost of
operation in these countries is very high.
With Slovakia, KELTA found the best of both
worlds. Slovakia has reasonably priced
electricity, the stability that comes with being
located within the EU, access to advanced
internet backbone services, and a well
trained but more reasonably priced tech
community.

Cryptominer
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The facility will last much longer than fifty
years into the future. It can therefore be
guaranteed that KLT token holders will have
access to the data center and computing
power for the full fifty years offered by their
tokens. This being the case, token holders
may feel doubly secure as part of the funds
collected during the token sale will be put
into a special  fund  for future upgrades.The
building in which the data center is housed is
solid and secure. It is only accessible
through a single main access gate. This gate,
heavily monitored and well secured, can
withstand the impact of a large vehicle.
Surrounding the facility itself is a  3 meter
high perimeter fence topped with razor wire.

Cryptominer

KELTA Facility
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KELTA offers extremely low fees compared
to its competitors. The fees consist of
electricity and maintenance costs. All KELTA
members have an opportunity to get
maintenance cost benefits that are part of 
KELTA loyalty programs.

Cryptominer

Fee structure
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KELTA is a project that uses a token system.
It is  operating with utility tokens, in
compliance with international financial
regulations. KELTA token is emitted on the
Ethereum blockchain network and complies
with the ERC20 token standard. Token
system is very simple! Let me briefly explain
how EASILY it works. Token holders DO
NOT need to physically own any
hardware necessary for using KELTA's
computing power. They do not need to
purchase equipment, or search for a place,
to store it, maintain it, update it, and juice it
with the required energy. This is all
conveniently taken care of by the KELTA
team. Their energy consumption is at a
much higher volume than a regular
household’s. This means that their energy
costs are proportionally lower, which
positively reflects in the final price-
performance ratio for clients. 

Cryptominer

Token system
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One KLT token equals One watt computing
power
Unlimited access to the streamlined  KELTA
application  and web portal that make it
super easy to select a cryptocurrency and
start mining - even with a limited
understanding of block chain theory.

With KELTA tokens, users simply open an
application on their smartphone, tablet or
computer device and are immediately able
to control what they want to do with the
given wattage of power of their tokens.
 
Users of KELTA tokens benefit from the
hassle-free process of using computing
power for their desired tasks. KELTA data
center users enjoy the following benefits
from KLT token ownership:
 

 
One KLT token costs in a purchase of 0.0175
ETH and this price is fixed. The larger the KLT
token volume, the higher the computing
power and the higher profit.

Cryptominer
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Through the app on smartphone, tablet or
computer all KELTA token holders are able to
access, check and reset their own selected
computing power, which is set in KELTA data
center.
You can easily manage your account and
mining setup. You can also access this most
effective Crypto mining tool from every
corner of the world, even while being on the
move.

Cryptominer

KELTA Application
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Every Monday is a payout day, when you get
the opportunity to either sell your tokens or
invest your profit into bigger computing
power. Every KELTA token holder has access
to unique electronical wallet. The KELTA app
comes especially handy if you prefer to use
Cryptocurrency ATMs. KELTA application is
downloadable on their website. KELTA is part
of Blockchain and operates within.

Cryptominer
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KELTA promised it's members  annual
return starting from 53%. But with the
right steps, you can climb up to an
incredible 135% per year. Yes, you read
that right. This is a high annual growth of
your investment that you can not get offered
from any other institution or bank. With
KELTA you can raise your investment up to
135% a year. The return on investment
depends on the individual capabilities of
each client though. It is therefore necessary
to use tools that positively impact your profit.
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Loyalty Level
Gift and Bonus Tokens
Affiliate Program
ETH price movement

There are 4 tools to help boost your
profitability:
 

 
Let's explain each tool more in detail in next
chapters.

Cryptominer

Tools To boost Your Profitability
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There are 3 levels KELTA offers:
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500 - 2499 KLT units of active investment
Return on investment (ROI) up to 115%
possibility of mining 

Support - 12h response
10% system maintenance discount

PRO level:
 

     3 cryptocurrencies - Ethereum, Monero,       
 Zcash             

2500 and more KLT units of active investment
Return on investment (ROI) up to 135%
possibility of mining all

Support 24/7
15% system maintenance discount

 
PREMIUM level:
 

     4 cryptocurrencies - Ethereum, Monero, Zcash
and Bitcoin Cash
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100 - 499 KLT units of active investment
Return on investment (ROI) up to 53%
possibility of mining 

Support - response within 24 hours
0% system maintenance discount
Basic level that brings the least benefits to the
client

 
BASIC level:
 

     2 cryptocurrencies - Ethereum, Monero

 
There is one more level called Academy level.
It is only a 14 days trial version. 
After you register as new member who would
like to learn how the KELTA Cryptocurrency
Mining App works, you will get 99 KLT tokens.
It means that it is not possible to make any
withdrawals or exchange transactions of KLT
or ETH on this loyalty program level. You have
to make first investment within these 14 days
to be able to start mining and making profit. If
you want to test it register here: 

Cryptominer
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Another tool that increases your computing
power, and hence your income are GIFT
tokens and BONUS tokens. These two types
of tokens are not available for purchase, but
you can receive them in the form of gifts and
bonuses from various promotions that often  
take place in KELTA. 
These tokens are not for sale, only you can
use them. You have borrowed them from
KELTA due promo deal. You can use these
tokens to increase your computing power,
which means increase profit. However, if you
want to sell your portfolio - sell KLT tokens,
you will lose this extra computing power.

Cryptominer
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You will be paid 15% from the first time raw
investment of every new Kelta member
brought by you. This type of revenue is one
time deal only. This means that you can't
use it for the same new member brought by
you twice.

You will get 5% from weekly payout of every
active new member brought to Kelta by you.
This revenue can only be paid when your
Affiliate partner is currently active in the
Kelta mining.

Bring your friends to KELTA Blockchain and
start enjoying KELTA affiliate program. Simply
share your unique referral code via email or
social network and start to benefit from 2
types of revenue, active and passive.
 
1. ACTIVE revenue:

 
2. PASSIVE revenue: 

Cryptominer
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KELTA believes in keeping things as simple as
it can be to meet the complexity and
functionality that their high tech oriented
community deserves. In order to meet these
specifications, they are using ONE LEVEL
marketing, that will help you to overview your
own results. You will see active status of all
your affiliate partners (new Kelta members
brought to the project by you) and will be
able to control your flow through having an
option to contact all of your affiliates
personally.

Cryptominer
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Your Affiliate Link
 
You will find your Affiliate Program in the
KELTA Application under the Wallet section.
Copy your own unique URL address by
clicking on the Affiliate link button. All the
KELTA pictures and banners are free to
download and share on social media.

Cryptominer
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Affiliate Member
 
Click on the client's name to see his ID. You
can also see that in this case, Ferenc has
already completed the registration process
and therefore his contact information is
available to you. The investment has also
been transferred and KELTA tokens
activated. This means that the 15% reward
has already been transferred to the account
as well.

Cryptominer
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Affiliate program is here for you to help
others who are interested in online passive
income and crypto mining. KELTA is NOT
Multi-Level Marketing (MLM). You are NOT
dependant on the affiliate program, you earn
profit through cryptocurrency mining.
The affiliate program is just another tool to
help you increase your profitability.

Cryptominer
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As KLT Token works on Ethereum
blockchain, all transactions and payments
are in digital currency Ethereum. 
ETH price, like other digital currencies is
constantly moving. It is on this movement
which we can make a profit. What does this
exactly mean? It is a simple equation: buy
when the exchange rate is low and sell when
the exchange rate is high. Let's see an
example:
Once you receive your payout in ETH on
monday, you can take your money straight
away or you can wait until ETH price will be
higher and exchange for your currency (USD,
EUR) then, with higher profit. If you want to
reinvest into KELTA and increase your mining
power, buy ETH when the exchange rate is
low. As simple as that. Of course, it's up to
you how you decide to invest. You are always
going to make profit on mining, but this is
just another tool to increase your
profitability.
 

Cryptominer
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104.75eur
December 18 4am

263.91eur
February 15 4am

 
Yearly chart of Ethereum on Coinbase-low

price on December 2019

 
Yearly chart of Ethereum on Coinbase-high

price on February 2020
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The first step that you need to make to
become one of the KELTA members is
registration. If you decided to register your
account, simply click on this button:
 
which will entitle you to +50 GIFT KELTA
Tokens from me as your sponsor.
The registration process is very fast and
consists of standard information, such as
your name, email address or affiliate code. It
is important to use the correct email address
because you will use it as your username to
login to your KELTA account. Make sure the
affiliate code:zb5n6 is there when registering
so you can receive GIFT tokens. If you have
all the information correct, now you need to
generate your unique authentication code.

Cryptominer

Registration and Login
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Google Authenticator Code
 
Login to your Kelta account is authorized by
unique code - Google Authenticator Code.
This means that everytime you want  to login
to Kelta, you will always use your GA code. 
 
So how it works:
Firstly, download the Google Authenticator
app on your device. If you have it
downloaded, open the app and click + in the
bottom right corner to create a new GA
account that you will use for different
operations in KELTA, but mostly for logging
into KELTA app. For manual registration in
GA, in first field you should enter the name
of the account you are creating. Select a
name by which you will know immediately
that this profile belongs to KELTA. Now
return to the registration form in KELTA app.
Scan the (QR) unique link and this link enter
into the box right in your KEY GA and press
ADD (add account). This way you have
created your new account in GA and can do
operations in KELTA.

Cryptominer
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 Once you have mastered the previous steps,
you must copy the newly formed 6-digit
unique code that you got created by GA and
paste it into an empty box on the
registration KELTA form.
The last step to successfully complete your
registration is to verify your email address.
Check your email account for the account
verification email from KELTA. There you see
the information that your account is now
fully verified. Your registration has been
successfully completed!

Cryptominer
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If your registration is successful, you can sign
in into KELTA app. You always need to sign in
by your email and as password you will enter
code generated by Google Authenticator.
One more thing to know is that the validity of
your code within the GA has its time limit.
After the time limit is over, GA itself
generates a new code to enter into KELTA
app. Always make sure that you have enough
time to sign in with new code, so it does not
create any troubles. The fact that the code is
new can be seen by the ring that fills its
content. When the circle is full, GA will
generate a new code. 

Cryptominer
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Next step is to make a deposit. It means, you
must purchase your volume of KLT tokens.
According to the volume of KELTA tokens
you purchase, you will be automatically
assigned to the appropriate level Loyalty
Program (Basic, Pro, Premium). Therefore
you should decide wisely about your
purchase so that you can gain the most
benefits. The KLT token is part of Ethereum
Blockchain. This means that in order to get
to buy KLT tokens you need change your
funds into cryptocurrency Ethereum (ETH),
which you will subsequently exchange for
KLT tokens. There is many options where
you can purchase digital currency Ethereum,
such as: Coinbase, Wirex, Binance, etc. There
is really many possibilities and it's up to you
which one you choose. If you do not have
any experience with purchasing
cryptocurrency, you can buy it directly
through KELTA, simply write an email to
support@kelta.com. KELTA team will help
you with the purchase of Ethereum.

Cryptominer

Deposit
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 But let's explain a simple process to
purchase ETH for example by visiting
Coinbase.
 
Purchase ETH via Coinbase:
 
Firstly you need register yourself in
Coinbase. You can do that by click on this
button:
 
 
 
 
 
There are 2 options to purchase Ethereum
via Coinbase:
 
1. Purchase via credit card - it's a very easy
and quick choice. Use your card to transfer
your funds (EUR, USD) into the digital
currency Ethereum.
 

Cryptominer
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2.Purchase via Coinbase account - a similarly
simple choice, but this time from an account
that is maintained on the Coinbase platform.
Here you have (EUR, USD) account where
you change your preffered currency into
ETH.
 
 
 

Cryptominer
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Another easy option is through Wirex:
 
Purchase ETH via Wirex:
 
Firstly you need register yourself in Wirex.
You can do that by click on this button:
 
 
 
 
 
 
To purchase Ethereum via Wirex is basically
same as in Coinbase.
 
Advantage of Wirex is that you can order The
Wirex Visa card. This card can be used in any
country where Visa is accepted.
 
 
 

Cryptominer
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Once you have mastered the purchase of
Ethereum, we can move back to the KELTA
application where you can now make your
deposit. After logging into the KELTA app
press the button Exchange and Deposit.
Here you can see your revenue address,
where you send your Ethereum so you can
buy KLT tokens. One KLT token is one watt of
computing power. This amount of KLT
tokens tells us how big is the volume of
processing power we can afford to run at
mining (extraction). In Deposit, you can see
QR code and address consisting of numbers
and letters. This is your address, to which
you will always send your Ethereum to be
able to buy new KLT tokens. 

Cryptominer
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Purchase KLT tokens:
 
1. Entering KELTA address manually - go to
Coinbase, just go to your purchased Ethereum
and enter how many ETH units you want to
send to KELTA. Enter the amount, your receipt
address, and press Submit. This is how you
submitted a request to Blockchain to send your
ETH funds to your KELTA wallet. 
 
2. Entering via QR code - this is the same
activity, except that you do not enter your
receipt address manually, but using a QR code.
Through the Coinbase application you have the
option to scan the QR code in KELTA and the
ETH units are automatically sent to your KELTA
wallet.
 
Very IMPORTANT:
Only send Ether (ETH) to this address.
Sending any other digital asset, will result in
permanent loss. That means, if you sending
ETH you must to send it to ETH address.

Cryptominer
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You have purchased and sent ETH to your
KELTA wallet. Now remains to change the
ETH units into KLT. For this change we go
into the KELTA application and then press
button Exchange. Here you go to field BUY
Kelta, amount KLT. In picture below example
I want to buy 600 KLT tokens. It shows how
much ETH it will cost you ( 10.5 ETH ). Press
button BUY KLT. At this moment you bought
your first units KLT! It's very easy and simple!

Cryptominer
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You have purchased your KLT tokens, now
they need to be put into action. To start the
actual mining, it is necessary to go to the
Wallet section in the Balance box. Here you
can see your purchased KLT units on a scale.
If we want to start mining, it is necessary to
move the scale to the right (mining) and
store the settings (SAVE). If you want to sell
your KLT tokens you have to go to the left
(exchange) on a scale.

Cryptominer
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Now we have our KLT tokens ready for
mining, so that we can control the extraction
itself. Go to the Mining box, where we can
choose cryptocurrency that we want to mine
and use the range (down to up) enter the
value of each digital currencies that we want
to mine. Every time you want to change the
settings, do it before the whole hour.
Example: I change the setting at 2:57pm. 
Otherwise if you change it let's say at
2:15pm, it means you will not be mining for
45 minutes. Minning will start at 3pm!

Cryptominer
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All of you are certainly interested in how you
can get your profits from KELTA. Paycheck is
every week, always on Monday. In the
application, you can go to the section Wallet-
Payouts, where you can see all the things
that happened in the last period. You can
see there week after week how each digital
currency get mined. You can even check
each cryptocurrency hour by hour, what was
your profit. Your profit is in ETH units. In
section Payouts you can also find the price
for the cost, such as energy price and rental
price. There is also discount, depending on
the type of loyalty program you in. 

Cryptominer
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Confirmation of payment comes every week
on Monday on your email. Your cost to
KELTA are fees for electricity and
maintenance.

Cryptominer
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In section Transactions you can see all
financial flows that pass through the system.
There are deposits and withdrawals, and
also Payouts.

Cryptominer
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From payout, we can buy additional KLT
tokens, reinvest or make a withdraw and
enjoy profits. Don't forget you can raise up
your payouts by selecting a higher level
loyalty program. To Withdraw your profit, you
need to go to section Exchange-Withdraw.
Input address where you want to send your
profits in ETH. You can enter manually, or
you can scan QR code. This is the address of
your personal virtual wallet. You can
withdraw your profits from KELTA or external
wallet even if the value of Ethereum is as
high as possible. You can earn more on ETH
value.

Cryptominer
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As you can see, KELTA application and the
system is very easy. Once you start using it, it
will take only a few days to get use to it. Once
you register, you have 14 days trial version
with 99KLT testing tokens. It means that it is
not possible to make any withdrawals or
exchange transactions of KLT or ETH on this
Academy loyalty program level. The affiliate
program is also only available up from the
BASIC Loyalty Program.
With mining in KELTA you will always make
profit. The advantage is that you do not
trade any cryptocurrency, therefore, you do
not have to watch it's development and
price. Therefore, you do not take any risk
and can't lose your deposit. KELTA works on
simple principle, for purchased tokens you
purchasing power. Imagine a machine - a
miner that mine particular cryptocurrency
24/7 throughout the year without break.
If you are asking how KELTA makes money?
It's simple. KELTA deducts a certain
percentage of your revenue for system
maintenance.
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KELTA is NOT a Get-Rich-Quick scheme! If
you are expecting to get rich over night I
have to disappoint you. This is a long term
business, where with the right tools you can
increase your profit up to 135% per year. 
It is up to you if your annual income is $5000
or $50,000. There is no limit! You decide how
much you will earn. Just remember the
greater computing power, the higher the
profits! If you want your money to make
extra money and create extra passive
income, KELTA is for you.
I recommend joining at a higher Loyalty Level
where you can get discounts on
maintenance, have the ability to mine more
crypto and can use other tools to increase
your profitability.  
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Visit www.kelta.com to find more information
about the project itself, quoted calculator to
calculate your gross investments and much
more.
If you want to register through the website,
click on the Get Started button and fill in
Affiliate code: zb5n6
After signing up with this affiliate code you
will get:
-Support 24/7/365
-Bonus tokens for mining 
-Help to set up an account 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Minimum of 100 KLT token (Basic) is
required in order to start mining and
receiving payouts using the KELTA
Cryptocurrency mining app.
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Everyone who makes a first time deposit of
more than 10 ETH, will get access to
Cryptostar Group. 
In this group I will be uploading the newest
info about KELTA and it's upgrates, info when
and how you can gain BONUS Tokens,
predictions about ETH exchange rate
movements and discussing tips and tricks
how to get the highest possible profit.
You will be able to chat with others, more
experienced miners and share the
knowledge. 
To get all these benefits you need to insert
affiliate code: zb5n6 when you register.
 
To join this group you need to download
Telegram app from Apple Store or Google
Play. 
To register for the Cryptostar Group please
contact us at support@cryptominer.rocks

Cryptominer
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